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Introduction

The events unfolding before our eyes in Egypt, Tunisia, Yemen, Bahrain, Iran, Syria, and Libya have turned the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) into a social laboratory of theories of social movements and doctrines of regime change and humanitarian intervention. Tunisia and Egypt are two prime examples of successful grassroots socio-political changes from within. The use of naked violence against civilians by Gaddafi’s regime facilitated foreign intervention in Libya; this has turned Libya into the first test case of the implementation of the R2P doctrine in the MENA. Civil unrests in Syria, Yemen, Bahrain, and Iran have not achieved a swift victory against their regimes. These regimes have systematically murdered their population and failed to live up to their obligations to protect civilians. Iran and Syria, two opponents of the US hegemony in the region, and Yemen and Bahrain, two allies of the United States, committed crimes against humanity by killing civilians in peaceful civil protests. Moreover, the military intervention of the closest US ally in the region, Saudi Arabia, in Bahrain and its full support to the Yemeni regime exacerbated the systematic violation of human rights in Bahrain and Yemen. However, the R2P doctrine has not been implemented in any of those cases to protect civilians from the regime’s atrocity. Moreover, the US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, the war in Afghanistan and the Global War on Terror (2001–present), as well as the old question of Israel–Palestine, and particularly the Israel–Gaza war of 2008–9, remain points of contention for the implementation of the R2P doctrine in the region.

This chapter is an attempt to problematize the implementation and interpretation of the R2P doctrine in the MENA. It aims to examine and answer the following key questions: to what extent is the enforcement of the R2P doctrine in the MENA just, fair, consistent, and constructive? To what extent has a selective, arbitrary, paternalistic, and punitive enforcement of the doctrine of humanitarian intervention turned the Middle East into “the underclass of the international legal order”? To what degree does the interference of international actors/factors exacerbate or
improve the people’s position? Whether and how the implementation of the R2P doctrine within the current structure of international politics helps or hinders improving human rights in the region? Are the people of the region capable of bringing progressive changes from within, or do they need foreign intervention to bring changes? Does the implementation of the R2P doctrine reinforce the hegemonic neo-liberal international power relations, or does it strengthen people’s position?

The chapter is divided into two parts. First, it will outline the political and intellectual origins of R2P at three phases, followed by a brief examination of the implications of the R2P doctrine/norms in practice. Second, it will problematize the application and implication of the R2P doctrine/norms in the context of the MENA. The conclusion suggests that the question is not to act or to not act; inaction is not an option. Rather, the question remains “who has the responsibility to protect whom under what conditions and toward what end?” It examines whether and how the norms and practice of R2P in the region “puts people first” and is capable of transforming “promise into practice and words into deeds.”

I. R2P: origins and implications

The R2P doctrine is only a new chapter in the old history of promotion and protection of human rights. At the risk of sacrificing comprehensiveness for parsimony, it is possible to categorize the politico-intellectual origins of R2P into three distinct phases. The first phase is probably marked by the adoption of the Genocide Convention by the UN General Assembly. The UN adopted the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crimes of Genocide in 1948 and put it into practice in January 1951. The next major step in the first phase was taken in November 1968, when the UN General Assembly resolution 2391 acknowledged war crimes and crimes against humanity as two major legally binding crimes in international law. The second phase begins with the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s. This new era marked a beginning of a new chapter in international law in response to structural changes in global politics, ranging from the collapse of the Soviet Union to the escalation of mass killings in Liberia, Somalia, Rwanda, and former Yugoslavia, among others. The UN Security Council openly recognized the use of humanitarian intervention in reference to Chapter VII of the UN Charter. The third phase is marked by the adoption of the R2P doctrine at the UN World Summit in 2005 and is seen as a paradigm shift from the twentieth-century narrative of humanitarian intervention to a new doctrine of Responsibility to Protect. The R2P doctrine challenged certain key assumptions/norms in international ethics and redefined the relationship between state sovereignty and humanitarian intervention. Responsibility to Protect differs from humanitarian intervention in that the latter, Gareth Evans argues, “remained so inherently one-sided, not in any way acknowledging the anxieties of those in the global South who had too often been the beneficiaries of missions civilisatrices in the past.”

What does the R2P doctrine mean in practice? How different are its norms from previous norms of humanitarian intervention? To what extent is it a paradigm shift in the discourse of global ethics and cosmopolitan justice? These are some key questions, which warrant closer and critical inquiries.

First, R2P norms imply a people-centered approach/doctrine in international politics. It attempts to “put people first.” In theory it replaces a realist, state-centered and militant concept of security with a new concept of “human security.”

Second, R2P norms challenge the dichotomy of state sovereignty and global responsibility to protect/promote human rights. The concept of “sovereignty as responsibility” says that the state is responsible and accountable to its people; the people are the real sovereign and the state is
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their delegate/agent. It also entails that sovereignty is a joint function, meaning that the international community is responsible to protect human rights and help/check the humanitarian standards of citizens of other states should the state be unable or unwilling to protect the rights of its citizens. In other words, “sovereignty as responsibility” has internal and external dimensions. Sovereignty becomes a joint function of the states, to be protected and shared when necessary.10

Third, the guiding principle of R2P norms proposes a discursive paradigm shift from the alleged “right” of potential interveners to the “responsibility” of the international community at large to protect the people at risk. This implies that the R2P doctrine is/should be different from other twentieth-century humanitarian intervention paradigms.11

Fourth, the R2P doctrine is built on three inseparable pillars: Responsibility to Prevent, Responsibility to React, and Responsibility to Rebuild. This implies that the R2P doctrine clearly distances itself from a one-dimensional military doctrine of humanitarian intervention. It clearly underlines the responsibility of international community before, during, and after a case. The first pillar of R2P, Responsibility to Prevent, aims at tackling “both root causes and direct causes of internal conflict and other man-made crises putting population at risk.”12 This refers to Article 55 of the UN Charter, which calls for respect for human rights and higher standards of political, economic, and social welfare.13 The second pillar, Responsibility to React, implies that UNSC is the primary international body to mandate political, economic, legal, and military intervention in accordance with Article 41 and 42 of the UN Charter under Chapter VII. The ICISS Report states that political measures such as travel sanctions, economic sanction, and legal measures through ICC trails are the first options, and military measures are the last resort, mandated by UNSC. The third pillar, Responsibility to Rebuild, indicates that the international community is responsible for post-conflict rebuilding through socio-economic development, the brokering of national reconciliation and the stabilizing of political institutions. In sum, the R2P doctrine, in theory, is an attempt to move away from a military humanitarianism towards a critical, comprehensive, multidimensional, and humanist approach to tackle structural and non-structural causes of violation of human rights before, during, and after the crime. The question is to what extent this doctrine is capable of transforming “promise into practice and words into deeds.”14 The next section problematizes the implementation and interpretation of the doctrine in the context of the MENA.

II. R2P in the MENA: “Responsibility to Protect” and/or “Right to Punish”?

Ramesh Thakur, one of the 12 high-profile individual authors of ICISS best explains how the R2P doctrine is often perceived in the Global South including the MENA:

‘They’ (the European colonizers) came to liberate ‘us’ (the colonized natives) from our local tyrants and stayed to rule as benevolent despots. In the name of enlightenment, they defiled our lands, plundered our resources and expanded their empires….Should they be surprised that their fine talk of humanitarian intervention translates in our consciousness into efforts to resurrect and perpetuate rule by foreigners? That we look for the ugly reality of geostrategic and commercial calculations camouflaged in lofty rhetoric? Should we be mute accomplices when they substitute their mythology of humanitarian intervention for our narratives of colonial oppression? Do they think we do not remember or do not care, or is it simply that they themselves do not care?15
Similarly, in his background note of 2009, then UN General Assembly President Father Miguel D’Escoto Brockmann of Nicaragua, describe R2P as “redecorated colonialism,” to “justify arbitrary and selective interventions against the weakest states.” He also raised serious concern over the double standard in the implication of R2P and the absence of enforceable accountability on the abusers of the R2P doctrine.16 The 2009 UN General Assembly debates on R2P, in sum, revealed differences between some members of the Global South and Global North on the implementation of R2P doctrine.

Mahmood Mamdani echoes Miguel D’Escoto Brockmann’s critique of the R2P doctrine. He argues that the end of the Cold War brought a new “systematic shift” in international politics. Such a shift signaled “an international humanitarian order that promises to hold state sovereignty accountable to an international ‘human rights’ standards.”17 There is nothing entirely new to this international humanitarian order; rather, “it draws on the history of modern western colonialism.”18 Although in theory, it differs from old forms of interventions, in practice it is not. The R2P doctrine, Mamdani argues, “is not an antidote to international power relations but its latest product.” We must problematize the politics of this order. More specifically, “the discourse on ‘rights’ emerged historically as a language that claimed to define limits of power. Their political ambition was to turn victims into agents of resistance. Today, the overwhelming tendency is for the language of rights to enable power…. It seeks to turn victims into so many proxies. It justifies intervention by big powers as an antidote to malpractices by newly independent small states.”19 According to Mamdani, this new language of international humanitarian order

refers to its subjects not as bearers of rights – and thus active agents in their own emancipation – but as passive beneficiaries of an external ‘responsibility to protect.’ Rather than right-bearing citizens, beneficiaries of humanitarian order are akin to recipients of charity. Humanitarianism does not claim to reinforce agency, only to sustain bare life. If anything, its tendency is to promote dependency. Humanitarianism heralds a system of trusteeship.20

In this context Edward Said’s concept of Orientalism is applied to the international politics of the MENA, where people of the Orient are perceived as passive recipients of Western charity, not active agents of their own grassroots, bottom-up emancipation. The Orient lacks internal dynamism for a sustainable progressive change from within; it cannot represent its own interests; it must be represented by the Other.21 Furthermore, the selective and arbitrary enforcement of international law in the region has reinforced the perception of Middle East exceptionalism. It is in this context that one needs to examine the implication of the R2P doctrine in the MENA region.

As discussed earlier, the R2P doctrine constitutes three inseparable pillars of responsibility to prevent, to react, and to rebuild. Responsibility to react is often used at the cost of the other two pillars. Most often the dominant structure of international politics and the logic of realpolitik deter and discourage international community from assuming the responsibilities to prevent and rebuild.22 Moreover, it is often difficult to prevent crimes if there is no consensus over the root causes of conflicts/crimes.23 Interests of strong powers often hinder the international community tackling the root causes of crimes/conflicts. Rather, interests and policies of strong power centers feed into the root causes of crimes/conflicts. The Western intervention in MENA during the Cold War and the policy of the Global War on Terror in post-Cold War/post-9/11 fostered and cultivated the root causes of violent extremism and terror in the region. The policy of prioritizing stability over democracy, and geopolitics over human rights, together with supporting the friendly tyrants, and pursuing the policy of containment and free flood of cheap oil nourished people’s anger, frustration, and violent extremism. Advocates of the R2P doctrine would simply
reject this argument because the R2P norms put people first. However, there is an old history, lived memory/perception, and clear evidence of neocolonialism in the region. History together with the current double-standard policies reinforced the idea that the R2P doctrine is a new intellectual, legal, and political product of the unjust hegemonic global order.

The presence of the US and allies in Afghanistan, the crisis of nation building and the instability and corruption together with a lack of a comprehensive policy toward human security contributed to more radicalization of the Pashtun community and the resurgence of the Taliban. According to Peter Galbraith, the former deputy UN envoy to Afghanistan, the US “is pursuing a counterinsurgency strategy in Afghanistan and, as General Stanley McChrystal observes, the center of gravity in counterinsurgency is the people.” The Bush administration played a major role in installing President Hamid Karzai in 2002 and he is in office as a result of a rigged election in 2009. For many Afghans, Karzai is no more than a mayor of Kabul – a president of a “corrupt,” “ineffective,” and “illegitimate” government. Hence the government, “the keystone of American strategy” is in a deep legitimacy crisis. As long as victory is defined as the defeat of the Taliban insurgency, the war in Afghanistan is not winnable. This is an unwinnable war because the US has no “credible Afghan partner and there is no prospect that one will emerge.”

Iraq: a new system of trusteeship?

The selective and arbitrary enforcement of international law in the Middle East is not new. A selective and punitive enforcement of international law has reinforced “the perception regarding the qualitative Exceptionalism of the Middle East.” The following cases took place before the adoption of the R2P doctrine at the UN World Summit in 2005. However, they clearly identify a lived memory/perception in the region that the international community either has failed to act or act properly because both inaction and a type of action have been determined by realpolitik.

Take the case of the Iran–Iraq War (1980–8), the longest war since the Second World War. Iraq under Saddam Hussein invaded Iran in 1980, but UNSCR 589 under Chapter VII of the UN Charter only enforced a ceasefire in 1988. Post-revolutionary Iran was hostile to US policies in the region and Saddam Hussein was instrumental in stopping its neighbor. The same passive policy applied to the Israeli invasion and occupation of southern Lebanon (1982–2000), as the UNSC failed to enforce Chapter VII of the UN Charter. However, the UNSC quickly authorized the United States and its allies to evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait in 1991, while Southern Lebanon remained occupied by Israel during the same time. Moreover, the act of genocide in March 1988, which cost the life of some 5,000 Kurds in Halabja, a Kurdish city in Iraq, went unpunished by Saddam Hussein’s allies. Russia, France, and the United States continued to support the Iraqi regime in its war against Iran and its own people. In the wake of the Halabja genocide, the US administration under George W. Bush “did everything possible to squelch American outrage and block congressional sanctions against Iraq.” Indeed the number of American licenses for exporting dual-use chemical technology to Iraq was increased by fifty percent.

Equally problematic is a type of action determined by certain interests. UNSCR 661 imposed a comprehensive sanctions regime against Iraq that remained in place for a decade. Two years after the Halabja genocide, the sanctions maintained mainly by Britain and United States were responsible for the death of half a million to one million Iraqis citizens, mostly children. According to the most conservative account, the sanctions regime cost the death of 227,000 children under five and hundreds of thousands of Iraqi deaths. The 1991 war and the sanctions regime together transformed Iraq “to a pre-industrial age.” The sanctions regime did not promote or protect human rights; rather it punished the Iraqi people. It caused “great suffering,
serious injury to body or to mental or physical health” of the entire population and as such it was a **crime against humanity**. Such a humanitarian catastrophe “resembled the crime against humanity known as ‘extermination’,” in other words “a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population” as elaborated in Article 7 of the Statute of the International Criminal Court. The sanctions, in sum, weakened the regime but at the cost of killing its people. Moreover, the sanctions weakened Iraqi civil society and destroyed the Iraqi middle class, the main agents for change from within. Hence, it paved the way for another destructive reaction against the Saddam Hussein regime, meaning the US-led military invasion of 2003. The cycle of inactions and bad actions has reinforced each other.

According to Kenneth Roth, there was not a “humanitarian motivation” in the 2003 Iraq War for a number of reasons: the Bush administration was not willing to approach the International Criminal Court and rushed to wage a war on some unfounded allegations; the war was not the “last reasonable option.” The war did not maximize protection for Iraqi civilians because “several hundred thousand troops were needed to avoid postwar chaos.” This was clearly not a concern for the Bush administration. “Rumsfeld liked the Afghanistan war – a handful of special forces on the ground and a lot of very high-tech bombing.” Moreover, the war in many important respects “did not comply with international humanitarian law, the laws of war, and the Geneva Conventions.” For example, the US army used cluster munitions, which “explode in the sky and scatter over a wide area in southern Iraq, and cost the life of some 1,000 people.” Furthermore, the UN Security Council or a comparable multilateral body did not approve of the war. It was much easier to justify humanitarian intervention to stop the massacre of the Kurds in 1988, or to stop the suppression of the uprising in 1991. However, “there was nothing even close to that level of killing taking place in March 2003.”

The efforts to justify the Iraq war “in humanitarian terms has been a disaster for the concept of humanitarian intervention.” This was not a just war. It is evident that the US and its allies waged the war based on a few unfounded claims, including the possession of WMD, and the regime’s links with al-Qaeda and the 9/11 attacks.

Moreover, the former chief UN nuclear inspector and Nobel Peace Prize-winning Mohamed El-Baradei suggests in a new memoir that Bush administration officials should face international criminal investigation for their “deliberate deception” or “grotesque distortion” on weapons of mass destruction, despite contrary evidence collected by UN arms inspectors, leading up to the Iraq invasion in 2003. According to El-Baradei, the invasion was no less than “aggression where there was no imminent threat,” and thus Bush administration officials should face international criminal investigation for the “shame of a needless war” in Iraq. This might well be the case for a possible war crime to be investigated by international courts.

The action of private security contractors such as Blackwater in Iraq is another point of contention about war crimes committed by the US forces in Iraq. There are three incidents involving Blackwater that are particularly controversial: the Fallujah ambush, March 31, 2004; the Najaf shoot-out, April 4, 2004; and the Nisour Square shootings, September 16, 2007. Due to the allegations against Blackwater, primarily regarding Nisour Square, the Iraqi government banned Blackwater from Iraq in January 2009. However, Blackwater has since changed its name to Xe Services LLC and received a new contract with the US government in October 2010.

The human costs of war are immense. According to a conservative estimate, Iraqi civilian death is close to 100,000 until January 2009. According to the “Iraq Body Count” organization, “the documented civilian deaths from violence” between the US-led invasion in March 2003 and January 2009 were between 90,554 and 90,846. In December 2008, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) “estimates more than 4.7 million Iraqis have left their homes, many in dire need of humanitarian care. Of these, more than 2.7 million Iraqis are
displaced internally, while more than 2 million have fled to neighboring states, particularly Syria and Jordan. … In 2006, Iraqis became the leading nationality seeking asylum in Europe. \(^{39}\) The sanctions regime and war weakened Iraqi civil society and national identity. Hence, after the invasion the Iraqis organized along ethno-sectarian lines and politicized their religio-ethnic identities. The war and post-war policies did more harm to national cohesion.

The responsibility to rebuild in post-conflict Iraq was not remarkably successful either. The war in fact brought al-Qaeda to Iraq, intensified civil war and sectarianism, and did not put an end to torture and corruption in Iraq. Thousands of civilians were killed and hundreds of thousands were displaced. The welfare of Iraqi society was kept at bay. For example, Iraqis received only six hours electricity per day for the first three years of post-invasion, and they currently receive only 15 hours in every 24. \(^{40}\)

The Iraqi case, in sum, suggests that both the local dictator and the global hegemon committed crimes against humanity and war crimes. The local dictator and the victims (Iraqi people) were punished, but the global hegemon remains immune from prosecution. The main victims of the sanctions regime and the war were people whose life, prosperity, dignity, and agency evaporated through a new system of semi-trusteeship.

### Israel/Palestine: Right to Punish?

Israel/Palestine is another test case for the implementation of the R2P doctrine in the MENA. Clear evidence suggests that Israel has failed to live up to its legal obligations as an occupying power to protect civilians in the occupied territories. The Palestinian authority has not succeeded in protecting Palestinians and Israeli citizens from violence. The US has constantly vetoed all UNSC resolutions asking Israel to stop illegal settlements and/or condemning Israeli illegal military operations. \(^{41}\) And the international community has failed to prevent, react, and rebuild properly in this case. It is true that the R2P doctrine is an emerging norm developed in 2001; however, the following examples suggest that the international community has missed a few occasions to act properly, and to protect and put people first in the Israel/Palestine context.

The Gaza Conflict (Operation Cast Lead) December 2008–January 2009 concludes that Israel and Hamas committed serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian law amounting to war crimes and possibly crimes against humanity. \(^{42}\) Disproportionate and indiscriminate use of force such as sniper and tank fire in the civilian neighborhood aimed at provoking massive public outrage against Hamas. Israel’s goal was to implement the doctrine of deterrence against Hamas in 2008. Amnesty International confirmed the death of 1,400 Palestinian civilians, including women and children, in such a highly asymmetrical war. \(^{43}\)

The Gaza Strip still is not free. After Israel’s disengagement policy in 2005, the Israeli troops were withdrawn from the Gaza strip but never fully ended the occupation. Even if we accept the end of occupation, the blockade is illegal because the Gaza strip is not a sovereign state and it has no sovereignty over its aerial and sea borders. The Gaza blockade is probably a strong case for crime against humanity under Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention. UN Human Right Chief, Navi Pillay, argues that Israel’s blockade on the Gaza strip is illegal and accused Israel of violating international humanitarian law. Likewise, the head of the UNRWA operation in Gaza, John Ging, had called on the UN itself to deliver humanitarian assistance because the blockade is a direct violation of Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which prohibits “collective punishment.” \(^{44}\) Although, the blockade might not fall into a legal definition or category of a mass atrocity as defined by the R2P doctrine, the Gaza blockade is clearly a mass punishment, which exacerbates violence, anger, and further crimes. Hence, the international community is obliged to act and fulfill its responsibility to prevent crimes.
Legal arguments aside, the people of the Gaza strip and occupied Palestine deserve the implementation of responsibility to prevent further crimes, to react and to rebuild. The best action to prevent further crimes and violence is to recognize Palestine as a sovereign state. A full membership for Palestine at the United Nations would be a good start. The R2P doctrine puts people first and underlines “human security.” This means that the international community is obliged to resist Israeli and the United States policy should these two countries oppose the Palestinian application.

Syria and Iran: geopolitics prevail?

Syria and post-revolutionary Iran are probably two complex cases for the study of R2P in the MENA. Both revolutionary regimes are not friendly to the West and/or Israel. Both have witnessed unprecedented popular uprising, have failed to fully suppress the protests, and committed crimes against humanity. It is now evident that the Syrian regime under Bashar al-Asad has killed over a thousand civilians during the peaceful demonstration in 2011.

As for the Iranian case, the post-revolutionary regime has committed serious systematic crimes against humanity by killing its citizen in 1980–1, 1987–90s, and 2009–11. In the semi-civil war of 1980–1, the regime tortured and executed large numbers of the opposition. According to Amnesty International, over 4,000 of the political opposition were killed during 1987–90s. In the summer of 1988, in particular a few thousand political prisoners were executed. The regime also committed a systematic violation of human rights in the post-June 2009 disputed presidential election by raping, torturing, and killing ordinary citizens participating in peaceful street demonstrations. The regime continues to violate the basic rights of supporters of the pro-democracy Green Movement. Yet R2P has not been fully implemented in either the case of Syria or Iran partly due to the objection of Russia and China in UNSC, the possibility of an Islamist regime in the post-Asad regime in Syria, and the risk of Iran’s retaliation to the US forces in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Bahrain and Yemen: responsibility to protect the regimes?

Similarly, R2P has not been implemented in Yemen and Bahrain. Both regimes brutally killed civilians during peaceful demonstrations in 2011 but the international community has done little to nothing to protect Yemenis and Bahrainis.

For decades President Roosevelt’s well-known statement about Somoza, dictator of Nicaragua, set the agenda for the US foreign policy towards Third World dictators during the Cold War: “they may be sons of bitches but at least they are our sons of bitches.” When neo-conservatives came to the White House, then US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice argued in 2005 that “now, we are taking a different course; we are supporting the democratic aspirations of all people.” And President Obama in his Middle East speech in May 2011 argued that “it will be the policy of the United States to promote reform across the region, and to support transitions to democracy.” He also suggested: “[T]oday I want to make it clear that it is a top priority that must be translated into concrete actions, and supported by all of the diplomatic, economic and strategic tools at our disposal.” The cases of Bahrain and Yemen demonstrate how much democracy in the MENA remains “a top priority” for the West and whether it has actually “translated into concrete actions.”

Inspired by Egyptian and Tunisian movements, Bahrainis’s “Day of Rage” began on February 14, 2011. The regime’s harsh response was followed by the foreign intervention in support of the regime on March 14, 2011. Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates sent
troops to protect the Bahraini regime, home to the US fifth fleet in the region. The military intervention of Saudi Arabia, the closest American ally in the region, Bahrain, and its full support to the Yemeni regime exacerbated the systematic violation of human rights in both countries. However, the R2P doctrine has not been implemented in any of these cases to protect civilians from mass atrocities.

Libya: right to prevail, or responsibility to what?

Last but certainly not the least is the Libyan case. It is worth noting that Libya under king Edris was a rural and backward country until the early 1960s. Libya under Gaddafi, especially in the first two decades of his rule, was transformed into a model of the successful welfare state in Africa. "The 2010 Human Development Index, which is a composite measure of health, education, and income ranked Libya 53rd in the world and 1st in Africa."51 In the second part of Gaddafi’s rule, the regime had degenerated into a tribal administration. Since 2003 the regime improved its relations with the West in return for dismantling nuclear facilities and inviting US, UK, and Italian companies to Libya.52

The Libyan popular uprising is the most complex case in the current Arab Spring. Colonel Gaddafi’s response to the civic popular demands was harsh and brutal; the regime bombarded civilian demonstrations. The response from the United Nations was relatively quick: UNSCR 1973 was adopted by a vote of ten in favor to none against. Brazil, China, Germany, India, and Russia were the five abstention votes. The resolution called for an “immediate ceasefire,” “no-fly zone,” and “sanctions” on the Gaddafi regime. The resolution suggests that the international community should take “all necessary measures to protect civilians under threat of attack in the country, including Benghazi.” It also explicitly “excludes a foreign occupation force of any kind” or “in any part of Libyan territory.”53

The Libyan case deserves a careful and critical examination. First, this is the first case where no member of UNSC objected to the implementation of the R2P doctrine since it came to existence in 2005. Moreover, regional support was instrumental in the adoption of the resolution. The Arab League, an important regional organization, gave its initial support to UNSCR 1973. Three African Union members (Nigeria, Gabon, and South Africa) who are currently non-permanent members of the UN Security Council voted in favor of the resolution. And the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) – a regional organization of conservative Arab countries in the Persian Gulf (Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman, and Bahrain) – also supported the imposition of a no-fly zone on Libya.54

Second, one should not, however, ignore that the five absenting governments (Brazil, China, Germany, India, and Russia) represent the majority of the international community and they did not vote in favor of the resolution. This is probably a good indication of why/how the global community has serious concerns over the implementation of the doctrine. Furthermore, once air strikes began the Arab League voiced skepticism over the way the resolution was being exercised. Arab League Secretary-General Amr Moussa argued that “what has happened in Libya differs from the goal of imposing no-fly zone and what we want is the protection of civilians and not bombing other civilians.”55 Likewise, the African Union, the largest regional organization in Africa, condemned “the disproportionate use of force” by the Libyan government, but it also criticized the idea of a no-fly zone: “The council reaffirms its firm commitment to the respect of the unity and territorial integrity of Libya, as well as its rejection of any form of foreign military intervention.”56

Third, the UNSCR 1973 will probably set a precedence to the future foreign involvements and it is not quite clear whether/how such a use of force would benefit the current and future
grassroots, authentic, and non-violent pro-democracy movement in the MENA. It will probably contribute to radicalization of Iran’s nuclear policy as it has already reinforced the perception that the West first dismantled Libya’s nuclear program in 2003 and then invaded the country in 2011. The spokesperson of the North Korean foreign ministry argued that “the Libyan crisis is teaching the international community a grave lesson.” The lesson is that the West/US used diplomacy to disarm Libya from nuclear capabilities and then invaded the country. In Mamdani’s words, “the irony is that the invasion mounted to save civilian lives in Libya is likely to end up making the world more insecure.”

Fourth, the public opinion has already raised the question of the double standard policy to the implementation of R2P in this region. The question is why R2P is implemented in Libya and not in Bahrain and Yemen, two American allies in the region? Is Libya another Iraq and Afghanistan with a legal mandate? The skepticism over the intention of the West/NATO forces in Libya is a fact in the Global South: shortly after bombs were dropped on Libya, the Arab League, Nigeria, and South Africa openly opposed the broad scope of the coalition bombing. Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua, Morales of Bolivia, Castro of Cuba, among others condemned the use of force by the international community. There is skepticism, in short, over how and who will do what in the implementation of the doctrine. There is also a serious concern over the unintended consequences of using force in each particular case.

It is clear that the NATO aerial bombing protected the people of Benghazi from Gaddafi’s attack. However, it is not clear how the future will evolve in post-invasion Libya. Will the current foreign involvement exacerbate sectarianism, leading to the division of a country into two parts: Western Libya (Tripoli) and Eastern Libya (Benghazi)? Or will this bring a new Iraq and Afghanistan to the already troubled region of the MENA? According to Richard Falk, building a united constitutional democracy in Libya is not easy because Libya has no “constitutional experience with citizen participation, an independent judiciary, or the rule of law.” Moreover, let’s not forget that both Iraq and Afghanistan “teach us that humanitarian intervention does not end with the removal of the danger it purports to target. It only begins with it. Having removed the target, the intervention grows and turns into a real problem.”

Fifth, we need to make a clear distinction between justification of reaction and the execution of reaction. The UNSC is central to the justification process but remains marginal to the process of execution. In practice, the most powerful forces, i.e. the US, EU, and NATO, exercise the resolutions. Although, the doctrine/legal justification might be neutral, the execution process is not; the UN has not much leverage over the implementation of the doctrine. This brings us to three points of contention about politics and people’s perception of foreign intervention in Libya:

US Secretary of State Hilary Clinton argued that the political unrest in Bahrain has a political solution. Although, it is not clear how Saudi Arabia’s military intervention in Bahrain can be described as a political solution, the question here is did Libya have a political solution? According to Phyllis Benis, the West/NATO is probably not interested in a political solution in Libya because the African Union delegation to Libya was denied permission to fly over Tripoli by the NATO forces. Moreover, the New York Times reported that the Libyan tanks on the road to Benghazi were bombed when they were retreating and not when they were advancing. For Mamdani, this resembles US war strategy in Iraq in 2003 when the neo-conservatives had already planned to invade Iraq. The UNSCR 1973 called on the Secretary-General to freeze Libyan assets. The Libyan assets in the US and Europe are hundreds of billions dollars. The US Treasury froze US$30 billion of liquid assets and the US banks froze US$18 billions. The point is “the assets are turned into a
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booty, an interest-free loan, in this instance, to US Treasury and US banks.” The real issue is, “money trail” not humanitarianism. According to Richard Falk, the fact that the United States, France, and the UK “are pulling strings to release” billions of dollars of frozen assets of the Libyan state suggests that “oil companies and their government sponsors are scrambling to get an inside track” in the post-Gadhafi regime. They enable “the new Libyan leadership to embark upon financial recovery and reconstruction comes as part of a package containing undisclosed political conditions and economic expectations.”

One bitter and harsh reality of the modern/post-modern politics of war is that “war furthers many interests. Each war is a laboratory for testing the next generation of weapons. … the objective is to destroy physical assets within minimum cost in human lives.” This is one aspect of NATO involvement in Libya. The cruel consequence of such a policy is that “the more physical assets are destroyed, the less sovereign will be the next government in Libya.”

The implementation of the R2P doctrine in the MENA is new but there is an old history, lived memory/perception, and clear evidence of neocolonialism in the region. History together with the current double-standard policies reinforce the idea of Middle Eastern exceptionalism.

Conclusion: Responsibility for Justice (R4J)?

A twelfth-century Iranian poet, Sa’adi, wrote a poem that later graced the entrance to the Hall of Nations of the United Nations building in New York. Sa’adi’s poem on Oneness of Mankind quoted at the start of this chapter captures the core value of our responsibility and obligation to our fellow human beings. This implies that our cosmopolitan existence should translate into a cosmopolitan justice.

The R2P doctrine provides a minimum normative agenda and, to a lesser degree, a minimum institutional framework for cosmopolitan justice. However, the reality of unequal power relations, both at the individual state and global politics, created serious structural constrains for the UN, the most legitimate and relevant international institutional framework, to transform “promise into practice and words into deeds,” to “put people first,” and to implement norms of justice in a fair, just, and consistent manner. The structure of UNSC and the veto system, for example, offer little room for the international community to enforce and/or prevent the use of force if the case does not meet the interests of the veto power holders. The structure of the UNSC gives little chance to the international community, and the UN in particular, to prevent crimes by giving early warning to states and/or taking the socio-economic and political root causes of human wrongs.

The US-led invasion of Iraq on false pretenses in 2003, and the bitter story of the chaos and violence in post-Saddam Iraq, is an eye-opening example of a non-democratized global world (dis)order. In February 2002, then US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld stated: “As we know, there are known knowns. There are things we know we know. We also know there are unknown unknowns. That is to say, we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also the unknown unknowns, the ones we don’t know we don’t know.” But Rumsfeld, to use Slavoj Zizek’s argument, never mentioned the “unknown knowns” – that is to say, “the disavowed beliefs, suppositions and obscene practices we pretend not to know about.” A few “unknown knowns” in the discourse of humanitarian intervention probably include the following.

R2P is a political discourse and therefore it is an invention of the complex networks of power relations. We should also note that the (neo)liberal language of rights and humanitarianism has enabled the powerful. The reality of the international structure has reinforced the
militarized/policing language of human rights. A paternalistic legacy of Orientalism is also evident in the language, and more so in the practice, of humanitarian intervention. Moreover, the global structure and interests of powerful states have hampered a consistent, just, and fair implementation of the R2P doctrine. The responsibility to react, and military intervention in particular, is often determined by who has the means to intervene, and the UN is hardly capable of overcoming the double-standard policy in using or not using force. This has resembled a Cinderella shoe approach to react, meaning unless the case fits certain interests of the strong parties, it will not be considered. More specifically, “there is nothing international” about the military intervention or implementing sanctions regime. “The international process is no more than a legitimizing exercise.” In other words, “legitimation is international, implementation is privatized, passing initiative to the strongest of member states. The end result is a self-constituted coalition of the willing.”71 We also know that one major, intended or unintended, consequence of war and military intervention is less sovereignty and more dependency of the future regime. “The more physical assets are destroyed, the less sovereign will be the next government.”72

The R2P doctrine in theory emphasizes three inseparable pillars of responsibility to prevent, react, and rebuild. In practice, however, it has often acted as an instrument of inconsistent coercive intervention. There is no clear-cut division in reality between the implementation of three inseparable pillars of R2P. There is also confusion and ambiguity over how and who should implement those three core components of R2P. In this context, the power relations/the powerful often determine the priorities, agendas, and agents of who should do what at a specific time.

The responsibility to prevent “is the least developed of the concept's three pillars.”73 The responsibility to prevent requires strong “political will” and a commitment to allocate resources in the form of development aids and comprehensive socio-economic plans.74 For example, Canada is the architect of the R2P doctrine but its “development aid is lagging behind the standard 0.7 percent target of gross national product (GNP) established in 1969.” In 2005 Canada gave “approximately 0.3 percent,”75 which has led to the “drastic downsizing” of developmental programs in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, Jordan, and Lebanon. Political will to prevent crimes and to tackle the root causes of conflicts require a serious commitment and action to prevail short-term policies supported by strong domestic lobbies and international power structure. Canada has surprisingly removed “the countries of the Middle East from its list of development partners,” which has minimized Canada’s acts to prevent the crisis.76 Ironically, Canada under the Conservative Government was the “first country to suspend all aid to the Palestinian Authority on the morrow of Hamas’s electoral victory in early 2006.” Moreover, Canada “modified its stance at the UN, abstaining on resolutions that reaffirmed the Palestinians’s right to self-determination and the importance of Israel acceding to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty and refraining from exploiting natural resources in the occupied territories.”77

Canada’s reaction to war between Israel and Lebanese Hizbollah on July 2006 is another example of how much power relations prevail norms. In this six-week war Israel lost 122 citizens and soldiers but Lebanon lost over 1,000 civilians, including Canadian civilians together with seven members of a single family, “with a full 25 percent of the country’s population displaced.” Prime Minister Harper refused to put pressure on Israel or to question the asymmetrical, indiscriminate, and illegal use of force and weaponry, including cluster munitions in civilian areas by Israel. Instead, he described Israel’s response as “measured.”78 Likewise, for the Liberal Michael Ignatieff, “this is the kind of dirty war you’re in when you have to do this and I’m not losing sleep about that.”79

There is, in sum, a clear gap between the discourse and practice, between norms/doctrines and actions; this gap needs to be addressed, examined, and problematized. We need to find a practical solution to protect human dignity and to stop crimes against humanity when ordinary
peoples are often caught between a rock and a hard place – between a local autocratic politics and a hegemonic self-interest global politics. We need to problematize and strive for practical answers to empower people and protect the people’s position in the context of unjust power relations. This is not easy.

Easy solutions are often illusions. One illusion is to simply preach to the powerful to choose human rights over power politics, and ethics over material interests. On occasion, policy makers might take critical advice seriously and appreciate that the promotion of human rights and long-term constructive comprehensive policies are not mutually exclusive. However, power relations most often prevails over abstract norms/ethics in the context of individual states and global politics. Preaching to the powerful is not the solution. Another illusion is that there is absolutely no chance to protect human rights within the current unjust global structure. Total disengagement with the international institutions is not the solution either. Neither the vulgar voluntarism of the first illusion nor the determinist structuralism of the second illusion captures the complexity of the international politics. A realistic examination of what has been achieved and what remains to be accomplished is warranted. A third approach strives for such a critical task.

R2P is one of the most significant achievements of international norms promotion in the discourse of humanitarian intervention. It puts people first, underlines “human security” and emphasizes “sovereignty as responsibility.” It asks a simple and legitimate question summed up by then UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan: “If humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica – to gross and systematic violations of human rights?” However, the challenge is to find a practical answer to this key and critical question: “who has the responsibility to protect whom under what conditions and toward what end?” The third approach is an attempt to acknowledge and answer the legitimate concerns over the implementation of the R2P doctrine while striving for a practical solution. It calls for empowering global civil society – a world social forum – to protect and promote human rights while at the same time working within the current global structure, striving for reform and change of the system, and minimizing the violation of human rights by using/improving the existing unjust structure. This includes acknowledging the core values of “human security,” “sovereignty as responsibility,” “putting people first,” striving for radical reforms in the UN, empowering regional organizations, mobilizing world public opinion, and democratizing the world order.

A just implementation of the R2P doctrine is, in sum, pending on the accomplishment of R4J: Responsibility for Justice. This is where the Sa’adi’s message of cosmopolitan existence encounters Martin Luther King’s call for cosmopolitan justice. Justice is where the East meets the West.
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